Stauffer Awardees 2015

Distinguished Alumnus Awardees:
* Gerardo Brucker, Postdoctoral Research Associate, 1990-92 (Wittig)
* Steven Bitler, Ph.D., 1984 (Flood)

Recognition of Excellence in Undergraduate Studies:
* Le Dat (Chem 105, General Chemistry)
* Natalie Ramsy (Chem 115, Advanced General Chemistry)
* Varun Jain (Chem 322, Organic Chemistry)

Presentation of the Anton B. Burg Foundation Pre-Doctoral Teaching Award:
* Nima Zargari

Presentation of the Anton B. Burg Foundation Post-Doctoral Teaching Award:
* Samer Gozem
* Shirin Faraji

The recipient of The Robert Bau Prize
* Sean Culver

The recipient of the Jay Struckhoff Graduate Student Award
* Socrates Munoz

The recipient of the Michael Dulligan Graduate Student Award
* Jaimie Stomberg and Stephanie McKean
* Atanu Acharya

The recipient of the Kenneth Nobutoshi Wachi Award
* John Chen

The recipient of the William P. Weber Award
* Jeff Celaje

The recipient of the G.K. Surya Prakash Award
* Trinh Phuong
* Xintian Feng

The recipient of the Mikhail Vinaykin Award
* Subhasish Sutradhar

The recipients of the iPIDD Award
* Candy Hwang
* Tharindu Abeywardana

Excellence in Interdisciplinary Research
* Andrew Bartynski
For Excellence in Graduate Student Teaching, awards were presented to:
* Amanda Baxter (General Chemistry)
* Eric Johnson (General Chemistry)
* Natalie Orms (Advanced General Chemistry)
* Erica Howard (Analytical Chemistry)
* Piyush Deokar (Organic Chemistry)
* Emily Roberts (Organic Chemistry)

For Excellence in Graduate Student Research
* Chathuranga Abeywardana
* Lena Hoober Burkhardt
* Kelly Chuh
* Anastasia Gunina
* Jenna Howard

The recipients of the Arthur Adamson Postdoctoral Recognition Award
* Thomas Jagau
* Shayantani Mukherjee